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Advanced Digital Media 2

Web Design Matching
1 _____ _blank

A

2 _____ _parent
B

3 _____ _self

C

4 _____ _top D

5 _____ Absolute Link E

6 _____ Class Style F

7 _____ Code View G

8 _____ Color Scheme H

9 _____ CSS I

10 _____ Debug
J

11 _____ Design Panel K

12 _____ Editable Regions
L

13 _____ Email L inks
M

14 _____ External Style Sheet
N

15 _____ File-naming convention
O

16 _____ Files Panel
P

17 _____ Flowchart
Q

18 _____ Hotspot
R

19 _____ HTML
S

20 _____ Hyperlink T

21 _____ ID Style U

22 _____ Image Map V

23 _____ Insert Panel W

24 _____ Internal Style Sheet
X

25 _____ Java Script Y

26 _____ Keywords
Z

An interactive freature that allows for a user to submit information

A central location of storage for every file involved in desinging your 
website; allow the website to be moved from one computer to another.
A CSS document that contains design properties of the website that is 
housed seperatly from the HTML file & can be attached to different sites
A CSS document that contains the design properties of the website that is 
embedded into the HTML file so it can be portable along with the files 
themselves
A set of colors you use to create a website

A single graphic divided into sections and linked to different locations

Causes the user's computer to open the defualt email program and creates a 
blank email to that specific address

Area of the site that has links to other pages inside the site.

Basic frame work for all websites, written using tags

Assures that files are organized, stored and named properly

Contains buttons for creating and inserting objects such as tables and 
images.

Contains a complete web address, similar to a URL and used to link to 
external websites

Starts from the homepage or root folder to the website and creates a pat to 
the destiniation of the link.

Checking the website's code for syntax or structure errors

Clickable connections that link text or images ot other pages of the website, 
external websites, or files.

Enables you to view files and folders whether they are associated with a web 
design program or not.

Simple web site editing program used to write or edit code.

Open in the parent page's frame

Opens in the same window and frame

Open in a new window and frame

Helps you organize how many individual pages a website will contain & 
their titles

Design software that manipualtes web pages without writing or editing 
code.

Seperates layout & design features from the acutal content of the website.

Create client-site webt standalone computer actions that run entirely on 
the user's machine.

Open in the same window, make the frame full size

The special type of document that you use to design a "fixed" page layout.



27 _____ Meta Tags AA

28 _____ Navigation Bar
BB

29 _____ Project Plan CC

30 _____ Property Inspector
DD

31 _____ Relative Link
EE

32 _____ Rollover FF

33 _____ Root Folder GG

34 _____ Split View HH

35 _____ Templates II

36 _____ Text Editor JJ

37 _____ Visual Editor
KK

38 _____ Web Form LL

39 _____ Wireframe MM

Viusal guide to how web page content will be organized

You meet with your client to decide on this in pre-production

To see your website being built in a WYSIWYG interface

Used to specify a particular area of a web page as a link

Used to specify a single, unique element in a website.

Used to specify a style for a group of components on a website

User defined words or phrases that help a search engine select a groups of 
words that can be searched to find your website

These contain elements that describe the information on the page used by 
search browsers.
This allows you to see both the design and code view.

This feature indicated interactivity to the user, normally causes a 
component f the web page to change visually when the user's cursor hovers 
over it.This lets you examine and edit the most common properties for the 
currently selected page element, such as text or an inserted object.
To build a website and all you see and can write is code.

These are the areas on a template that you can edit and change.


